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Project 2:
Problems studied
Since most commonly used organic liquid electrolytes of dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are volatile and flammable, they limit the long-term stability and high temperature operations of these cells. We have addressed these issues through the development and characterization of non-volatile, non-flammable and polymerizable IL electrolytes. In a parallel effort, we have developed an electro-analytical approach to quantitative testing of laboratory scale photovoltaic cells. Since the IL electrolytes should also be usable for certain energy-storage as well as sensor devices, we have investigated supporting active materials for energy storage, focusing specifically on LiMn 2 O 4 cathodes for Li ion (solar) batteries. Furthermore, we have explored the adsorption characteristics of ILs on Au thin films for sensor-type applications.
Summary of the most important results
We have synthesized and characterized an imidazolium iodide ionic liquid containing an ω-perfluoroalkyl poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) tail [1] . The solid phase of this material was accomplished through the generation of ionic clusters by electrostatic interactions, as well as through microphase separation of the immiscible perfluoroalkyl and PEG segments of the cation used. We have performed self-consistent mean field calculations to probe the formation of nanostructures in the ionogel. The high conductivity, and the non-volatile, gel-like properties of this electrolyte will be useful to support the function of high-performance, leakage-proof DSSCs. We have also synthesized and characterized certain PEGylated ILs [2] . These latter ILs exhibit satisfactory conductivities (~0.13 mS cm
at room temperature) despite their relatively high viscosities, and support a temperature-independent electrochemical window of ~2 V.
We have developed an electro-analytical approach to quantitative characterization of solar cells. Crystalline Si cells have been used to establish the analytical protocols of this method [3] [4] [5] [6] . We have demonstrated how this method can evaluate the temperature and voltage sensitive features of the minority carrier lifetimes, series and shunt resistances and back surface field parameters of a solar cell. Apart from displaying their characteristic temperature dependencies, the parameters measured in this way have responded to variations of the cell voltage, and exhibited mutually interacting features of the observed effects [3] [4] [5] . These results have shown how the characteristic features of charge recombination in the quasi-neutral and space charge regions of the solar cell could be resolved with D.C. voltage dependent A.C. impedance measurements.
The diode-like electrical behavior of a DSSC has been studied to evaluate the detailed charge recombination characteristics of the cell [6] . A forward biased dark DSSC has been used to preferentially activate the recombination reactions, and the kinetics of these reactions have been probed by using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV). The ohmic and non-ohmic series resistances of the DSSC have been separated, and their origins have been investigated. The characteristic impedance parameters of the different active interfaces of the multi-component solar cell have been obtained from complex nonlinear least square (CNLS) analysis of the EIS data. Among these parameters, the electron lifetime and the resistance of charge transfer at the TiO 2 -electrolyte interface have followed the same diode-like voltage dependence of the D.C. current. We have shown that, this diode feature of the DSSC played a critical role in determining the overall performance of the cell.
The electro-analytical studies of DSSCs carried out through our project show that, strategically selected experimental control variables, coupled with CNLS analysis of experimental data can enable the component-specific resolution of EIS.
This in turn helps to resolve the individual impedance parameters of the FTO-TiO 2 and Pt-FTO interfaces from those of the TiO 2 anode film in a DSSC [6] . EIS also detects the different electrical characteristics of the morphologically different TiO 2 layers included in the photo-anode of the cell. Furthermore, the power-consuming series resistance (R s ) of the DSSC is determined directly from CNLS-analyzed EIS results; the ohmic and non-ohmic components of this resistance also are resolved in this approach [6] . These R s data facilitate an accurate evaluation of the internal voltage of the DSSC, and allow for a rigorous examination of the cell's electrical attributes.
We have tested a cathode of lithium manganese oxide using a mixture of nanometric and micrometric active particles [7, 8] . The goal of this specific study was to explore selected materials for energy storage components (such as Li ion solar batteries) that could be integrated with solar powered devices. To conduct these experiments, commercially available particles were mechano-chemically modified by ball-milling. Ragone plots, recorded using galvanostatic measurements indicated enhanced power delivery characteristics of the ball-milled material compared to its unprocessed counterpart [8] . The processed material also exhibits improved resistance against electrolyte reactions and surface film formation. Due to these advantageous electrochemical attributes, the ball-milled cathode material also has served as an adequately suited system for exploring various fundamental aspects of Li intercalation [8] . Scan rate dependent slow scan cyclic voltammetry has helped to identify the kinetic and diffusion controlled features of Li transport in the processed active particles. The observations have been substantiated further by using EIS and by measuring the voltage dependent charge transfer resistance and diffusion coefficient of Li transport.
We have combined SPR and electrochemical measurements to study the interactions of a gold film electrode with concentration dependent electrolytes of an IL [9] . The purpose of this particular study was to understand the adsorption characteristics of an IL on a typical sensing electrode, and to further explore IL based device applications. Voltageand/or electrolyte-induced variations were detected in the critical angles and SPR angles measured in the attenuated total reflection geometry. The optical response of the bulk electrolyte strongly affected the SPR angles; the critical angle data helped to separate these effects from those arising strictly from the electrode surface. The optical parameters of the Au-electrolyte system were determined by fitting the SPR angle-spectra to calculated results of a multi-layer reflectivity model. The results demonstrated how angle resolved SPR measurements could be used to determine the surface adsorption characteristics of ILs.
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